Deep learning (DL) systems are increasingly deployed in safety-and security-critical domains including self-driving cars and malware detection, where the correctness and predictability of a system's behavior for corner case inputs are of great importance. Existing DL testing depends heavily on manually labeled data and therefore often fails to expose erroneous behaviors for rare inputs.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, Deep Learning (DL) has made tremendous progress, achieving or surpassing human-level performance for a diverse set of tasks including image classification [31, 66] , speech recognition [83] , and playing games such as Go [64] . These advances have led to widespread adoption and deployment of DL in security-and safety-critical systems such as self-driving cars [10] , malware detection [88] , and aircraft collision avoidance systems [35] .
This wide adoption of DL techniques presents new challenges as the predictability and correctness of such systems are of crucial importance. Unfortunately, DL systems, despite their impressive capabilities, often demonstrate unexpected or incorrect behaviors in corner cases for several reasons such as biased training data, overfitting, and underfitting of the models. In safety-and security-critical settings, such incorrect behaviors can lead to disastrous consequences such as a fatal collision of a self-driving car. For example, a Google selfdriving car recently crashed into a bus because it expected the bus to yield under a set of rare conditions but the bus did not [27] . A Tesla car in autopilot crashed into a trailer because the autopilot system failed to recognize the trailer as an obstacle due to its "white color against a brightly lit sky" and the "high ride height" [73] . Such corner cases were not part of Google's or Tesla's test set and thus never showed up during testing. Therefore, safety-and security-critical DL systems, just like traditional software, must be tested systematically for different corner cases to detect and fix ideally any potential flaws or undesired behaviors. This presents a new systems problem as automated and systematic testing of large-scale, real-world DL systems with thousands of neurons and millions of parameters for all corner cases is extremely challenging.
The standard approach for testing DL systems is to gather and manually label as much real-world test data as possible [1, 3] . Some DL systems such as Google self-driving cars also use simulation to generate synthetic training data [4] . However, such simulation is completely unguided as it does not consider the internals of the target DL system. Therefore, for the large input spaces of real-world DL systems (e.g., all possible road conditions for a self-driving car), none of these approaches can hope to cover more than a tiny fraction (if any at all) of all possible corner cases.
Recent works on adversarial deep learning [26, 49, 72] have demonstrated that carefully crafted synthetic images by adding minimal perturbations to an existing image can fool state-of-the-art DL systems. The key idea is to create synthetic images such that they get classified by DL models differently than the original picture but still look the same to the human eye. While such adversarial images expose some erroneous behaviors of a DL model, the main restriction of such an approach is that it must limit its perturbations to tiny invisible changes or require manual checks. Moreover, just like other forms of existing DL testing, the adversarial images only cover a small part (52.3%) of DL system's logic as shown in § 6. In essence, the current machine learning testing practices for finding incorrect corner cases are analogous to finding bugs in traditional software by using test inputs with low code coverage and thus are unlikely to find many erroneous cases.
The key challenges in automated systematic testing of largescale DL systems are twofold: (1) how to generate inputs that trigger different parts of a DL system's logic and uncover different types of erroneous behaviors, and (2) how to identify erroneous behaviors of a DL system without manual labeling/checking. This paper describes how we design and build DeepXplore to address both challenges.
First, we introduce the concept of neuron coverage for measuring the parts of a DL system's logic exercised by a set of test inputs based on the number of neurons activated (i.e., the output values are higher than a threshold) by the inputs. At a high level, neuron coverage of DL systems is similar to code coverage of traditional systems, a standard empirical metric for measuring the amount of code exercised by an input in a traditional software. However, code coverage itself is not a good metric for estimating coverage of DL systems as most rules in DL systems, unlike traditional software, are not written manually by a programmer but rather are learned from training data. In fact, we find that for most of the DL (a) Input 1 (b) Input 2 (darker version of 1) Figure 1 : An example erroneous behavior found by DeepXplore in Nvidia DAVE-2 self-driving car platform. The DNN-based self-driving car correctly decides to turn left for image (a) but incorrectly decides to turn right and crashes into the guardrail for image (b), a slightly darker version of (a).
systems that we tested, even a single randomly picked test input was able to achieve 100% code coverage while the neuron coverage was less than 10%. Next, we show how multiple DL systems with similar functionality (e.g., self-driving cars by Google, Tesla, and GM) can be used as cross-referencing oracles to identify erroneous corner cases without manual checks. For example, if one selfdriving car decides to turn left while others turn right for the same input, one of them is likely to be incorrect. Such differential testing techniques have been applied successfully in the past for detecting logic bugs without manual specifications in a wide variety of traditional software [6, 11, 14, 15, 45, 86] . In this paper, we demonstrate how differential testing can be applied to DL systems.
Finally, we demonstrate how the problem of generating test inputs that maximize neuron coverage of a DL system while also exposing as many differential behaviors (i.e., differences between multiple similar DL systems) as possible can be formulated as a joint optimization problem. Unlike traditional programs, the functions approximated by most popular Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) used by DL systems are differentiable. Therefore, their gradients with respect to inputs can be calculated accurately given whitebox access to the corresponding model. In this paper, we show how these gradients can be used to efficiently solve the above-mentioned joint optimization problem for large-scale real-world DL systems.
We design, implement, and evaluate DeepXplore, to the best of our knowledge, the first efficient whitebox testing framework for large-scale DL systems. In addition to maximizing neuron coverage and behavioral differences between DL systems, DeepXplore also supports adding custom constraints by the users for simulating different types of realistic inputs (e.g., different types of lighting and occlusion for images/videos). We demonstrate that DeepXplore efficiently finds thousands of unique incorrect corner case behaviors (e.g., self-driving cars crashing into guard rails) in 15 stateof-the-art DL models trained using five real-world datasets including Udacity self-driving car challenge data, image data from ImageNet and MNIST, Android malware data from Drebin, and PDF malware data from Contagio/VirusTotal. For all of the tested DL models, on average, DeepXplore generated one test input demonstrating incorrect behavior within one second while running on a commodity laptop. The inputs generated by DeepXplore achieved 34.4% and 33.2% higher neuron coverage on average than the same number of randomly picked inputs and adversarial inputs [26, 49, 72] respectively. We further show that the test inputs generated by DeepXplore can be used to retrain the corresponding DL model to improve classification accuracy as well as identify potentially polluted training data. We achieve up to 3% improvement in classification accuracy by retraining a DL model on inputs generated by DeepXplore compared to retraining on the same number of random or adversarial inputs.
Our main contributions are:
• We introduce neuron coverage as the first whitebox testing metric for DL systems that can estimate the amount of DL logic explored by a set of test inputs. • We demonstrate that the problem of finding a large number of behavioral differences between similar DL systems while maximizing neuron coverage can be formulated as a joint optimization problem. We present a gradient-based algorithm for solving this problem efficiently. • We implement all of these techniques as part of Deep-Xplore, the first whitebox DL-testing framework that exposed thousands of incorrect corner case behaviors (e.g., self-driving cars crashing into guard rails as shown in Figure 1 ) in 15 state-of-the-art DL models with a total of 132, 057 neurons trained on five popular datasets containing around 162 GB of data. • We show that the tests generated by DeepXplore can also be used to retrain the corresponding DL systems to improve classification accuracy by up to 3%.
BACKGROUND 2.1 DL Systems
We define a DL system to be any software system that includes at least one Deep Neural Network (DNN) component. Note that some DL systems might comprise solely of DNNs (e.g., self-driving car DNNs predicting steering angles without any manual rules) while others may have some DNN components interacting with other traditional software components to produce the final output. The development process of the DNN components of a DL system is fundamentally different from traditional software development. Unlike traditional software, where the developers directly specify the logic of the system, the DNN components learn their rules automatically from data. The developers of DNN components can indirectly influence the rules learned by a DNN by modifying the training data, features, and the model's architectural details (e.g., number of layers) as shown in Figure 2 .
As a DNN's rules are mostly unknown even to its developers, testing and fixing of erroneous behaviors of DNNs are crucial in safety-critical settings. In this paper, we primarily focus on automatically finding inputs that trigger erroneous behaviors in DL systems and provide preliminary evidence about how these inputs can be used to fix the buggy behavior by augmenting or filtering the training data in § 7.3.
DNN Architecture
DNNs are inspired by human brains with millions of interconnected neurons. They are known for their amazing ability to automatically identify and extract the relevant highlevel features from raw inputs without any human guidance besides labeled training data. In recent years, DNNs have surpassed human performance in many application domains due to increasing availability of large datasets [20, 38, 47] , specialized hardware [34, 50] , and efficient training algorithms [31, 39, 66, 71] .
A DNN consists of multiple layers, each containing multiple neurons as shown in Figure 3 . A neuron is an individual computing unit inside a DNN that applies an activation function on its inputs and passes the result to other connected neurons (see Figure 3 ). The common activation functions include sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent, or ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) [48] . A DNN usually has at least three (often more) layers: one input, one output, and one or more hidden layers. Each neuron in one layer has directed connections to the neurons in the next layer. The numbers of neurons in each layer and the connections between them vary significantly across DNNs. Overall, a DNN can be defined mathematically as a multi-input, multi-output parametric function F composed of many parametric sub-functions representing different neurons.
Each connection between the neurons in a DNN is bound to a weight parameter characterizing the strength of the connection between the neurons. For supervised learning, the weights of the connections are learned during training by minimizing a cost function over the training data. DNNs can be trained using different training algorithms, but gradient descent using backpropagation is by far the most popular training algorithm for DNNs [60] .
Each layer of the network transforms the information contained in its input to a higher-level representation of the data. For example, consider a pre-trained network shown in Figure 4b for classifying images into two categories: human faces and cars. The first few hidden layers transform the raw pixel values into low-level texture features like edges or colors and feed them to the deeper layers [87] . The last few layers, in turn, extract and assemble the meaningful high-level abstractions like noses, eyes, wheels, and headlights to make the classification decision.
Limitations of Existing DNN Testing
Expensive labeling effort. Existing DNN testing techniques require prohibitively expensive human effort to provide correct labels/actions for a target task (e.g., self-driving a car, image classification, and malware detection). For complex and high-dimensional real-world inputs, human beings, even domain experts, often have difficulty in efficiently performing a task correctly for a large dataset. For example, consider a DNN designed to identify potentially malicious executable files. Even a security professional will have trouble determining whether an executable is malicious or benign without executing it. However, executing and monitoring a malware inside a sandbox incur significant performance overhead and therefore makes manual labeling significantly harder to scale to a large number of inputs. Low test coverage. None of the existing DNN testing schemes even try to cover different rules of the DNN. Therefore, the test inputs often fail to uncover different erroneous behaviors of a DNN.
For example, DNNs are often tested by simply dividing a whole dataset into two random parts-one for training and the other for testing. The testing set in such cases may only exercise a small subset of all rules learned by a DNN. Recent results involving adversarial evasion attacks against DNNs have demonstrated the existence of some corner cases where DNNbased image classifiers (with state-of-the-art performance on randomly picked testing sets) still incorrectly classify synthetic images generated by adding humanly imperceptible perturbations to a test image [26, 29, 52, 63, 79, 85] . However, the adversarial inputs, similar to random test inputs, also only cover a small part the rules learned by a DNN as they are not designed to maximize coverage. Moreover, they are also inherently limited to small imperceptible perturbations around a test input as larger perturbations will visually change the input and therefore will require manual inspection to ensure correctness of the DNN's decision.
Problems with low-coverage DNN tests. To better understand the problem of low test coverage of rules learned by a DNN, we provide an analogy to a similar problem in testing traditional software. Figure 4 shows a side-by-side comparison of how a traditional program and a DNN handle inputs and produce outputs. Specifically, the figure shows the similarity between traditional software and DNNs: in software program, each statement performs a certain operation to transform the output of previous statement(s) to the input to the following statement(s), while in DNN, each neuron transforms the output of previous neuron(s) to the input of the following neuron(s). Of course, unlike traditional software, DNNs do not have explicit branches but a neuron's influence on the downstream neurons decreases as the neuron's output value gets lower. A lower output value indicates less influence and vice versa. When the output value of a neuron becomes zero, the neuron does not have any influence on the downstream neurons. As demonstrated in Figure 4a , the problem of low coverage in testing traditional software is obvious. In this case, the buggy behavior will never be seen unless the test input is 0xdeadbeef. The chances of randomly picking such a value is very small. Similarly, low-coverage test inputs will also leave different behaviors of DNNs unexplored. For example, consider a simplified neural network, as shown in Figure 4b , that takes an image as input and classifies it into two different classes: cars and faces. The text in each neuron (represented as a node) denotes the object or property that the neuron detects 1 , and the number in each neuron is the real value outputted by that neuron. The number indicates how confident the neuron is about its output. Note that randomly picked inputs are highly unlikely to set high output values for the unlikely combination of neurons. Therefore, many incorrect DNN behaviors will remain unexplored even after performing a large number of random tests. For example, if an image causes neurons labeled as "Nose" and "Red" to produce high output values and the DNN misclassifies the input image as a car, such a behavior will never be seen during regular testing as the chances of an image containing a red nose (e.g., a picture of a clown) is very small.
OVERVIEW
In this section, we provide a general overview of DeepXplore, our whitebox framework for systematically testing DNNs for erroneous corner case behaviors. The main components of DeepXplore are shown in Figure 5 . DeepXplore takes unlabeled test inputs as seeds and generates new tests that cover a large number of neurons (i.e., activates them to a value above a customizable threshold) while causing the tested DNNs to behave differently. Specifically, DeepXplore solves a joint optimization problem that maximizes both differential behaviors and neuron coverage. Note that both goals are crucial for thorough testing of DNNs and finding diverse erroneous corner case behaviors. High neuron coverage alone may not induce many erroneous behaviors while just maximizing different behaviors might simply identify different manifestations of the same underlying root cause.
DeepXplore also supports enforcing of custom domainspecific constraints as part of the joint optimization process. For example, the value of an image pixel has to be between 0 and 255. Such domain-specific constraints can be specified by the users of DeepXplore to ensure that the generated test inputs are valid and realistic.
We designed an algorithm for efficiently solving the joint optimization problem mentioned above using gradient ascent. First, we compute the gradient of the outputs of the neurons in both the output and hidden layers with the input value as a variable and the weight parameter as a constant. Such gradients can be computed efficiently for most DNNs. Note that DeepXplore is designed to operate on pre-trained DNNs. The gradient computation is efficient because our whitebox approach has access to the pre-trained DNNs' weights and the intermediate neuron values. Next, we iteratively perform gradient ascent to modify the test input toward maximizing the objective function of the joint optimization problem described above. Essentially, we perform a gradient-guided local search starting from the seed inputs and find new inputs that maximize the desired goals. Note that, at a high level, our gradient computation is similar to the backpropagation performed during the training of a DNN, but the key difference is that, unlike our algorithm, backpropagation treats the input value as a constant and the weight parameter as a variable. A working example. We use Figure 6 as an example to show how DeepXplore generates test inputs. Consider that we have two DNNs to test-both perform similar tasks, i.e., classifying images into cars or faces, as shown in Figure 6 , but they are trained independently with different datasets and parameters. Therefore, the DNNs will learn similar but slightly different classification rules. Let us also assume that we have a seed test input, the image of a red car, which both DNNs identify as a car as shown in Figure 6a .
DeepXplore tries to maximize the chances of finding differential behavior by modifying the input, i.e., the image of the red car, towards maximizing its probability of being classified as a car by one DNN but minimizing corresponding probability of the other DNN. DeepXplore also tries to cover as many neurons as possible by activating (i.e., causing a neuron's output to have a value greater than a threshold) inactive neurons in the hidden layer. We further add domain-specific constraints (e.g., ensure the pixel values are integers within 0 and 255 for image input) to make sure that the modified inputs still represent real-world images. The joint optimization algorithm will iteratively perform a gradient ascent to find a modified input that satisfies all of the goals described above. DeepXplore will eventually generate a set of test inputs where the DNNs' outputs differ, e.g., one DNN thinks it is a car while the other thinks it is a face as shown in Figure 6b . Figure 7 illustrates the basic concept of our technique using gradient ascent. Starting from a seed input, DeepXplore performs the guided search by the gradient in the input space of two similar DNNs supposed to perform the same task such that it finally uncovers the test inputs that lie between the decision boundaries of these DNNs. Such test inputs will be classified differently by the two DNNs. Note that while the gradient provides the rough direction toward reaching the goal (e.g., finding difference-inducing inputs), it does not guarantee the fastest convergence. Thus as shown in Figure 7 , the gradient ascent process often does not follow a straight path towards reaching the target.
METHODOLOGY
In this section, we provide a detailed technical description of our algorithm. First, we define and explain the concepts of neuron coverage and gradient for DNNs. Next, we describe how the testing problem can be formulated as a joint optimization problem. Finally, we provide the gradient-based algorithm for solving the joint optimization problem.
Definitions
Neuron coverage. We define neuron coverage of a set of test inputs as the ratio of the number of unique activated neurons for all test inputs and the total number of neurons in the DNN. We consider a neuron to be activated if its output is higher than a threshold value (e.g., 0).
More formally, let us assume that all neurons of a DNN are represented by the set N = {n 1 , n 2 , ...}, all test inputs are represented by the set T = {x 1 , x 2 , ...}, and out (n, x ) is a function that returns the output value of neuron n in the DNN for a given test input x. Note that the bold x signifies that x is a vector. Let t represent the threshold for considering a neuron to be activated. In this setting, neuron coverage can be defined as follows.
NCov
To demonstrate how neuron coverage is calculated in practice, consider the DNN showed in Figure 4b . The neuron coverage (with threshold 0) for the input picture of the red car shown in Figure 4b will be 5/8 = 0.625. Gradient. The gradients or forward derivatives of the outputs of neurons of a DNN with respect to the input are well known in deep learning literature. They have been extensively used both for crafting adversarial examples [26, 29, 52, 72] and visualizing/understanding DNNs [44, 65, 87] . We provide a brief definition here for completeness and refer interested readers to [87] for more details.
Let θ and x represent the parameters and the test input of a DNN respectively. The parametric function performed by a neuron can be represented as y = f (θ, x ) where f is a function that takes θ and x as input and output y. Note that y can be the output of any neuron defined in the DNN (e.g., neuron from output layer or intermediate layers). The gradient of f (θ, x ) with respect to input x can be defined as:
The computation inside f is essentially a sequence of stacked functions that compute the input from previous layers and forward the output to next layers. Thus, G can be calculated by utilizing the chain rule in calculus, i.e., by computing the layer-wise derivatives starting from the layer of the neuron that outputs y until reaching the input layer that takes x as input. Note that the dimension of the gradient G is identical to that of the input x.
DeepXplore algorithm
The main advantage of the test input generation process for a DNN over traditional software is that the test generation process, once defined as an optimization problem, can be solved efficiently using gradient ascent. In this section, we describe the details of the formulation and finding solutions to the optimization problem. Note that solutions to the optimization problem can be efficiently found for DNNs as the gradients of the objective functions of DNNs, unlike traditional software, can be easily computed.
As discussed earlier in § 3, the objective of the test generation process is to maximize both the number of observed differential behaviors and the neuron coverage while preserving domain-specific constraints provided by the users. Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm for generating test inputs by solving this joint optimization problem. Below, we define the objectives of our joint optimization problem formally and explain the details of the algorithm for solving it. Maximizing differential behaviors. The first objective of the optimization problem is to generate test inputs that can induce different behaviors in the tested DNNs, i.e., different DNNs will classify the same input into different classes. Suppose we have n DNNs F k ∈1..n : x → y, where F k is the function modeled by the k-th neural network. x represents the input and y represents the output class probability vectors. Given an arbitrary x as seed that gets classified to the same class by all DNNs, our goal is to modify x such that the modified input x ′ will be classified differently by at least one of the n DNNs. if DESIRED_COVERAGE_ACHVD(cov_tracker) then 21:
Algorithm 1 Test input generation via joint optimization
return gen_test 22: /* utility functions for computing obj1 and obj2 */ 23: procedure COMPUTE_OBJ1(x, d, c, dnns, λ 1 ) 24: rest = dnns -d 25:
loss1 := 0 26:
for dnn in rest do 27:
loss1 += dnn c (x) //confidence score of x being in class c 28:
loss2 := d c (x) //d's output confidence score of x being in class c 29:
return (loss1 -λ 1 ·loss2) 30: procedure COMPUTE_OBJ2(x, dnns, cov_tracker) 31:
loss := 0 32:
for dnn ∈ dnns do 33:
select a neuron n inactivated so far using cov_tracker 34: loss += n(x) //the neuron n's output when x is the dnn's input 35: return loss
be the class probability that F k predicts x to be c. We randomly select one neural network F j (Algorithm 1 line 6) and maximize the following objective function:
where λ 1 is a parameter to balance the objective terms between the DNNs F k j that maintain the same class outputs as before and the DNN F j that produce different class outputs. As all of F k ∈1..n are differentiable, Equation 2 can be easily maximized using gradient ascent by iteratively changing x based on the computed gradient: ∂ob j 1 (x ) ∂x (Algorithm 1 line 8-14 and procedure COMPUTE_OBJ1). Maximizing neuron coverage. The second objective is to generate inputs that maximize neuron coverage. We achieve this goal by iteratively picking inactivated neurons and modifying the input such that output of that neuron goes above the neuron activation threshold. Let us assume that we want to maximize the output of a neuron n, i.e., we want to maximize
where t is the neuron activation threshold, and we write f n (x ) as the function modeled by neuron n that takes x (the original input to the DNN) as input and produce the output of neuron n (as defined in Equation 1). We can again leverage the gradient ascent mechanism as f n (x ) is a differentiable function whose gradient is
∂x . Note that we can also potentially jointly maximize multiple neurons simultaneously, but we choose to activate one neuron at a time in this algorithm for clarity (Algorithm 1 line 8-14 and procedure COMPUTE_OBJ2). Joint optimization. We jointly maximize obj 1 and f n described above and maximize the following function:
where λ 2 is a parameter for balancing between the two objectives of the joint optimization process and n is the inactivated neuron that we randomly pick at each iteration (Algorithm 1 line 33). As all terms of obj joint are differentiable, we jointly maximize them using gradient ascent by modifying x (Algorithm 1 line 14). Domain-specific constraints. One important aspect of the optimization process is that the generated test inputs need to satisfy several domain-specific constraints to be physically realistic [63] . In particular, we want to ensure that the changes applied to x i during the i-th iteration of gradient ascent process satisfy all the domain-specific constraints for all i. For example, for a generated test image x the pixel values must be within a certain range (e.g., 0 to 255). While some such constraints can be efficiently embedded into the joint optimization process using the Lagrange Multipliers similar to those used in support vector machines [76] , we found that the majority of them cannot be easily handled by the optimization algorithm. Therefore, we designed a simple rule-based method to ensure that the generated tests satisfy the custom domain-specific constraints. As the seed input x seed = x 0 always satisfy the constraints by definition, our technique must ensure that after i-th (i > 0) iteration of gradient ascent, x i still satisfies the constraints. Our algorithm ensures this property by modifying the gradient дrad (line 13 in Algorithm 1) such that x i +1 = x i + s · дrad still satisfies the constraints (s is the step size in the gradient ascent).
For discrete features, we round the gradient to an integer. For DNNs handling visual input (e.g., images), we add different spatial restrictions such that only part of the input images is modified. A detailed description of the domainspecific constraints that we implemented can be found in § 6.2.
Hyperparameters in Algorithm 1. To summarize, there are four major hyperparameters that control different aspects of DeepXplore as described below. (1) λ 1 balances the objectives between minimizing one DNN's prediction for a certain label and maximizing the rest of DNNs' predictions for the same label. Larger λ 1 puts higher priority on lowering the prediction value/confidence of a particular DNN while smaller λ 1 puts more weight on maintaining the other DNNs' predictions.
(2) λ 2 provides balance between finding differential behaviors and neuron coverage. Larger λ 2 focuses more on covering different neurons while smaller λ 2 generates more difference-inducing test inputs. (3) s controls the step size used during iterative gradient ascent. Larger s may lead to oscillation around the local optimum while smaller s may need more iterations to reach the objective. (4) t is the threshold to determine whether each individual neuron is activated or not. Finding inputs that activate a neuron become increasingly harder as t increases.
IMPLEMENTATION
We implement DeepXplore using TensorFlow 1.0.1 [5] and Keras 2.0.3 [16] DL frameworks. Our implementation consists of around 7, 086 lines of Python code. Our code is built on TensorFlow/Keras but does not require any modifications to these frameworks. We leverage TensorFlow's efficient implementation of gradient computations in our joint optimization process. TensorFlow also supports creating sub-DNNs by marking any arbitrary neuron's output as the sub-DNN's output while keeping the input same as the original DNN's input. We use this feature to intercept and record the output of neurons in the intermediate layers of a DNN and compute the corresponding gradients with respect to the DNN's input. All our experiments were run on a Linux laptop running Ubuntu 16.04 (one Intel i7-6700HQ 2.60GHz processor with 4 cores, 16GB of memory, and a NVIDIA GTX 1070 GPU).
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 6.1 Test datasets and DNNs
We adopt five popular public datasets with different types of data-MNIST, ImageNet, Driving, Contagio/VirusTotal, and Drebin-and then evaluate DeepXplore on three DNNs for each dataset (i.e., a total of fifteen DNNs). We provide a summary of the five datasets and the corresponding DNNs in Table 1 . All the evaluated DNNs are either pre-trained (i.e., we use public weights reported by previous researchers) or trained by us using public real-world architectures to achieve comparable performance to that of the state-of-the-art models for the corresponding dataset. For each dataset, we used DeepXplore to test three DNNs with different architectures as described in Table 1 .
MNIST [41] is a large handwritten digit dataset containing 28x28 pixel images with class labels from 0 to 9 The dataset includes 60, 000 training samples and 10, 000 testing samples. We follow Lecun et al. [40] and construct three different neural networks based on the LeNet family [40] , i.e., the LeNet-1, LeNet-4, and LeNet-5.
ImageNet [20] is a large image dataset with over 10, 000, 000 hand-annotated images that are crowdsourced and labeled manually. We test three well-known pre-trained DNNs: VGG-16 [66] , VGG-19 [66] , and ResNet50 [31] . [10] . DAVE-norminit [78] removes the first batch normalization layer [33] and normalizes the randomly initialized network weights. DAVE-dropout [18] simplifies DAVE-orig by cutting down the numbers of convolutional layers and fully connected layers. DAVE-dropout also adds two dropout layer [70] between the final three fully-connected layers. We trained all three implementations with the Udacity self-driving car challenge dataset mentioned above.
Contagio/VirusTotal [19, 77] is a dataset containing different benign and malicious PDF documents. We use 5, 000 benign and 12, 205 malicious PDF documents from Contagio database as the training set, and then use 5, 000 malicious PDFs collected by VirusTotal [77] and 5, 000 benign PDFs crawled from Google as the test set. To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available DNN-based PDF malware detection system. Therefore, we define and train three different DNNs using 135 static features from PDFrate [54, 68] , an online service for PDF malware detection. Specifically, we construct neural networks with one input layer, one softmax output layer, and N fully-connected hidden layers with 200 neurons where N ranges from 2 to 4 for the three tested DNNs. All our models achieve similar performance to the ones reported by a prior work using SVM models on the same dataset [79] . There is a total of 545, 333 binary features categorized into eight sets including the features captured from manifest files (e.g., requested permissions and intents) and disassembled code (e.g., restricted API calls and network addresses). We adopt the architecture of 3 out of 36 DNNs constructed by Grosse et al. [29] . As the DNNs' weights are not available, we train these three DNNs with 66% randomly picked Android applications from the dataset and use the rest as the test set.
Domain-specific constraints
As discussed earlier, to be useful in practice, we need to ensure that the generated tests are valid and realistic by applying domain-specific constraints. For example, generated images should be physically producible by a camera. Similarly, generated PDFs need to follow the PDF specification to ensure that a PDF viewer can open the test file. Below we describe two major types of domain-specific constraints (i.e., image and file constraints) that we use in this paper. Image constraints (MNIST, ImageNet, and Driving). DeepXplore used three different types of constraints for simulating different environment conditions of images: (1) lighting effects for simulating different intensities of lights, (2) occlusion by a single small rectangle for simulating an attacker potentially blocking some parts of a camera, and (3) occlusion by multiple tiny black rectangles for simulating effects of dirt on camera lens. The first constraint restricts image modifications so that DeepXplore can only make the image darker or brighter without changing its content. Specifically, the modification can only increase or decrease all pixel values by the same amount (e.g., 1 * stepsize in line 14 of Algorithm 1)-the decision to increase or decrease depends on the value of mean(G) where G denotes the gradients calculated at each iteration of gradient ascent. Note that mean(G) simply denotes the mean of all entries in the multi-dimensional array G. The first and second rows of Figure 8 show some examples of the difference-inducing inputs generated by DeepXplore with these constraints.
The second constraint simulates the effect of the camera lens that may be accidentally or deliberately occluded by a single small rectangle R (m × n pixels). Specifically, we apply only G i:i+m, j:j+n to the original image (I ) where I i:i+m, j:j+n is the location of R. Note that DeepXplore is free to choose any values of i and j to place the rectangle R at any arbitrary position within the image. The third and fourth rows of Figure 8 show some examples DeepXplore generated while running with such occlusion constraints.
The third constraint restricts the modifications so that Deep-Xplore only selects a tiny m ×m size patch, G i:i+m, j:j+m , from G with upper-left corner at (i, j) during each iteration of the gradient ascent. If the average value mean(G i:i+m, j:j+m ) of this patch is greater than 0, we set G i:i+m, j:j+m = 0, i.e., we only allow the pixel values to be decreased. Unlike the second constraint described above, here DeepXplore will pick multiple positions (i.e., multiple (i, j) pairs) to place the black rectangles simulating pieces of dirt on the camera lens. The fifth and sixth rows of Figure 8 show some generated examples with these constraints. 
RESULTS
Summary. DeepXplore found thousands of erroneous behaviors in all the tested DNNs. Table 2 summarizes the numbers of erroneous behaviors found by DeepXplore for each tested DNN while using 2,000 randomly selected seed inputs from the corresponding test sets. Note that as the testing set has similar number of samples for each class, these randomlychosen 2,000 samples also follow that distribution. The hyperparameter values for these experiments, as shown in Table 2 , are empirically chosen to maximize both the rate of finding difference-inputs as well as the neuron coverage achieved by these inputs.
For the experimental results shown in Figure 8 , we apply three domain-specific constraints (lighting effects, occlusion by a single rectangle, and occlusion by multiple rectangles) as described in § 6.2. For all other experiments involving visionrelated tasks, we only use the lighting effects as the domainspecific constraints. For all malware-related experiments, we apply all the relevant domain-specific constraints described in § 6.2. We use the hyperparameter values listed in Table 2 in all the experiments unless otherwise specified. Figure 8 shows some difference-inducing inputs generated by DeepXplore (with different domain-specific constraints) for MNIST, ImageNet, and Driving dataset along with the corresponding erroneous behaviors. Table 3 (Drebin) and Table 4 (Contagio/VirusTotal) show two sample difference-inducing inputs generated by DeepXplore that caused erroneous behaviors in the tested DNNs. We highlight the differences between the seed input features and the features modified by DeepXplore. Note that we only list the top three modified features due to space limitations.
Benefits of neuron coverage
In this subsection, we evaluate how effective, neuron coverage, our new metric, is in measuring the comprehensiveness of DNN testing. It has recently been shown that each neuron in a DNN tends to independently extract a specific feature of the input instead of collaborating with other neurons for feature extraction [58, 87] . Essentially, each neuron tends to learn a different set of rules than others. This finding intuitively explains why neuron coverage is a good metric for DNN testing comprehensiveness. To empirically confirm this observation, we perform two different experiments as described below.
First, we show that neuron coverage is a significantly better metric than code coverage for measuring comprehensiveness of the DNN test inputs. More specifically, we find that a small number of test inputs can achieve 100% code coverage for all DNNs where neuron coverage is actually less than 34%. Second, we evaluate neuron activations for test inputs from different classes. Our results show that inputs from different classes tend to activate more unique neurons than inputs from the same class. Both findings confirm that neuron coverage provides a good estimation of the numbers and types of DNN rules exercised by an input. Neuron coverage vs. code coverage. We compare both code and neuron coverages achieved by the same number of inputs by evaluating the test DNNs on ten randomly picked testing samples as described in § 6.1. We measure a DNN's code coverage in terms of the line coverage of the Python code used in the training and testing process. We set the threshold t in neuron coverage 0.75, i.e., a neuron is considered covered only if its output is greater than 0.75 for at least one input.
Note that for the DNNs where the outputs of intermediate layers produce values in a different range than those of the final layers, we scale the neuron outputs to be within [0, 1] by computing (out − min(out )/(max (out ) − min(out )) where out is the vector denoting the output of all neurons of a given layer.
The results, as shown in Table 6 , clearly demonstrate that neuron coverage is a significantly better metric than code coverage for measuring DNN testing comprehensiveness. Even 10 randomly picked inputs result in 100% code coverage for all DNNs while the neuron coverage never goes above 34% for any of the DNNs. Moreover, neuron coverage changes significantly based on the tested DNNs and the test inputs. For example, the neuron coverage for the complete MNIST testing set (i.e., 10,000 testing samples) only reaches 57.7%, 76.4%, and 83.6% for C1, C2, and C3 respectively. By contrast, the neuron coverage for the complete Contagio/Virustotal test set reaches 100%. Effect of neuron coverage on the difference-inducing inputs found by DeepXplore. The primary goal behind maximizing neuron coverage as one of the objectives during the joint optimization process is to generate diverse differenceinducing inputs as discussed in § 3. In this experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of neuron coverage at achieving this goal. We randomly pick 2,000 seed inputs from MNIST test dataset and use DeepXplore to generate difference-inducing inputs with and without neuron coverage by setting λ 2 in Equation 2 to 1 and 0 respectively. We measure the diversity of the generated difference-inducing inputs in terms of averaged L1 distance between all difference-inducing inputs generated from the same seed and the original seed. The L1distance calculates the sum of absolute differences of each pixel values between the generated image and the original one. Table 5 shows the results of three such experiments. The results clearly show that neuron coverage helps in increasing the diversity of generated inputs.
Note that even though the absolute value of the increase in neuron coverage achieved by setting λ 2 = 1 instead of λ 2 = 0 may seem small (e.g., 1-2 percentage points), it has a significant effect on increasing the diversity of the generated difference-inducing images as shown in Table 5 . These results show that increasing neuron coverage, similar to code coverage, becomes increasingly harder for higher values but even small increases in neuron coverage can improve the test diversity significantly. Also, the numbers of differenceinducing inputs generated with λ 2 = 1 are less than those for λ 2 = 0 as setting λ 2 = 1 causes DeepXplore to focus on finding diverse differences rather than simply increasing the number of differences with the same underlying root cause. In general, the number of difference-inducing inputs alone is a not a good metric for measuring the quality of the generated tests for vision-related tasks as one can create a large number of difference-inducing images with the same root cause by making tiny changes to an existing difference-inducing image. Activation of neurons for different classes of inputs. In this experiment, we measure the number of active neurons that are common across the LeNet-5 DNN running on pairs of MNIST inputs of the same and different classes respectively. In particular, we randomly select 200 input pairs where 100 pairs have the same label (e.g., labeled as 8) and 100 pairs have different labels (e.g., labeled as 8 and 4). Then, we calculate the number of common (overlapped) active neurons for these input pairs. Table 7 shows the results, which confirm our hypothesis that inputs coming from the same class share more activated neurons than those coming from different classes. As inputs from different classes tend to get detected through matching of different DNN rules, our result also confirms that neuron coverage can effectively estimate the numbers of different rules activated during DNN testing.
Performance
We evaluate DeepXplore's performance using two metrics: neuron coverage of the generated tests and execution time for generating difference-inducing inputs. Neuron coverage. In this experiment, we compare the neuron coverage achieved by the same number of tests generated by three different approaches: (1) DeepXplore, (2) adversarial testing [26] , and (3) random selection from the original test set. The results are shown in Table 8 and Figure 9 . We can make two key observations from the results. First, DeepXplore, on average, covers 34.4% and 33.2% more neurons than random testing and adversarial testing as demonstrated in Figure 9 . Second, the neuron coverage threshold t (defined in § 4), which decides when a neuron has been activated, greatly affects the achieved neuron coverage. As the threshold t increases, all three approaches cover fewer neurons. This is intuitive as a higher value of t makes it increasingly harder to activate neurons using simple modifications. Execution time and number of seed inputs. For this experiment, we measure the execution time of DeepXplore to generate difference-inducing inputs with 100% neuron coverage for all the tested DNNs. We note that some neurons in fully-connected layers of DNNs on MNIST, ImageNet and Driving are very hard to activate, we thus only consider neuron coverage on layers except fully-connected layers. Table 8 shows the results, which indicate that DeepXplore is very efficient in terms of finding difference-inducing inputs as well as increasing neuron coverage. Figure 9 : The neuron coverage achieved by the same number of inputs (1% of the original test set) produced by DeepXplore, adversarial testing [26] , and random selection from the original test set. The plots show the changes in neuron coverage for all three methods as the threshold t (defined in § 4) increases. DeepXplore, on average, covers 34.4% and 33.2% more neurons than random testing and adversarial testing. Different choices of hyperparameters. We further evaluate how the choices of different hyperparameters of DeepXplore (s, λ 1 , λ 2 , and t as described in § 4.2) influence Deep-Xplore's performance. The effects of changing neuron activation threshold t was shown in Figure 9 as described earlier. Tables 9, 10 , and 11 show the variations in DeepXplore runtime with changes in s, λ 1 , and λ 2 respectively. Our results show that the optimal values of s and λ 1 vary across the DNNs and datasets, while λ 2 = 0.5 tend to be optimal for all the datasets. We use the time taken by DeepXplore to find the first difference-inducing input as the metric for comparing different choices of hyperparameters in Tables 9, 10, and 11. We choose this metric as we observe that finding the first difference-inducing input for a given seed tend to be significantly harder than increasing the number of differenceinducing inputs. Testing very similar models with DeepXplore. Note that while DeepXplore's gradient-guided test generation process Table 12 summarizes the averaged number of iterations (over 100 seed inputs) needed by Deep-Xplore to find the first difference inducing inputs between these LeNet-1 variants and the original version. Overall, we find that DeepXplore is very good at finding differences even between DNNs with minute variations (only failing once as shown in Table 12 ). As the number of differences goes down, the number of iterations to find a difference-inducing input goes up, i.e., it gets increasingly harder to find differenceinducing tests between DNNs with smaller differences.
Improving DNNs with DeepXplore
In this section, we demonstrate two additional applications of the error-inducing inputs generated by DeepXplore: augmenting training set and then improve DNN's accuracy and detecting potentially corrupted training data.
Augmenting training data to improve accuracy. We augment the original training data of a DNN with the errorinducing inputs generated by DeepXplore for retraining the DNN to fix the erroneous behaviors and therefore improve its accuracy. Note that such strategy has also been adopted for fixing a DNN's behavior for adversarial inputs [26] -but the key difference is that adversarial testing requires manual labeling while DeepXplore can adopt majority voting [23] to automatically generate labels for the generated test inputs. Note that the underlying assumption is that the decision made by the majority of the DNNs are more likely to be correct.
To evaluate this approach, we train LeNet-1, LeNet-4, and LeNet-5 as shown in Table 1 with 60, 000 original samples. We further augment the training data by adding 100 new errorinducing samples and retrain the DNNs by 5 epochs. Our experiment results-comparing three approaches, i.e., random selection ("random"), adversarial testing ("adversarial") and DeepXplore-are shown in Figure 10 . The results show that DeepXplore achieved 1-3% more average accuracy improvement over adversarial and random augmentation. Detecting training data pollution attack. As another application of DeepXplore, we demonstrate how it can be used to detect training data pollution attacks with an experiment on two LeNet-5 DNNs: one trained on 60, 000 hand-written digits from MNIST dataset and the other trained on an artificially polluted version of the same dataset where 30% of the images originally labeled as digit 9 are mislabeled as 1.
We use DeepXplore to generate error-inducing inputs that are classified as the digit 9 and 1 by the unpolluted and polluted Figure 10 : Improvement in accuracy of three LeNet DNNs when the training set is augmented with the same number of inputs generated by random selection ("random"), adversarial testing ("adversarial") [26] , and DeepXplore.
versions of the LeNet-5 DNN respectively. We then search for samples in the training set that are closest to the inputs generated by DeepXplore in terms of structural similarity [80] and identify them as polluted data. Using this process, we are able to correctly identify 95.6% of the polluted samples.
DISCUSSION
Causes of differences between DNNs. The underlying root cause behind prediction differences between two DNNs for the same input is differences in their decision logic/boundaries. As described in § 2.1, a DNN's decision logic is determined by multiple factors including training data, the DNN architecture, hyperparameters, etc. Therefore, any differences in the choice of these factors will result in subtle changes in the decision logic of the resulting DNN. As we empirically demonstrated in Table 12 , the more similar the decision boundaries of two DNNs are, the harder it is to find difference-inducing inputs. However, all the real-world DNNs that we tested tend to have significant differences and therefore DeepXplore can efficiently find erroneous behaviors in all of the tested DNNs.
Overhead of training vs. testing DNNs. There is a significant performance asymmetry between the prediction/gradient computation and training of large real-world DNNs. For example, training a state-of-the-art DNN like VGG-16 [66] (one of the tested DNNs in this paper) on 1.2 million images in ImageNet dataset [61] competitions) can take up to 7 days on a single GTX 1080 Ti GPU. By contrast, the prediction and gradient computations on the same GPU take around 120 milliseconds in total per image. Such massive performance difference between training and prediction for large DNNs make DeepXplore especially suitable for testing large, pretrained DNNs.
Limitations. DeepXplore adopts the technique of differential testing from software analysis and thus inherits the limitations of differential testing. We summarize them briefly below. First, differential testing requires at least two different DNNs with the same functionality. Further, if two DNNs only differ slightly (i.e., by a few neurons), DeepXplore will take longer to find difference-inducing inputs than if the DNNs were significantly different from each other as shown in Table 12 . However, our evaluation shows that in most cases multiple different DNNs, for a given problem, are easily available as developers often define and train their own DNNs for customization and improved accuracy.
Second, differential testing can only detect an erroneous behavior if at least one DNN produces different results than other DNNs. If all the tested DNNs make the same mistake, DeepXplore cannot generate the corresponding test case. However, we found this to be not a significant issue in practice as most DNNs are independently constructed and trained, the odds of all of them making the same mistake is low.
RELATED WORK
Adversarial deep learning. Recently, the security and privacy aspects of machine learning have drawn significant attention from the researchers in both machine learning [26, 49, 72] and security [12, 21, 22, 55, 63, 74, 82] communities. Many of these works have demonstrated that a DNN can be fooled by applying minute perturbations to an input image, which was originally classified correctly by the DNN, even though the modified image looks visibly indistinguishable from the original image to the human eye.
Adversarial images demonstrate a particular type of erroneous behaviors of DNNs. However, they suffer from two major limitations: (1) they have low neuron coverage (similar to the randomly selected test inputs as shown in Figure 9 ) and therefore, unlike DeepXplore, can not expose different types of erroneous behaviors; and (2) the adversarial image generation process is inherently limited to only use the tiny, undetectable perturbations as any visible change will require manual inspection. DeepXplore bypasses this issue by using differential testing and therefore can perturb inputs to create many realistic visible differences (e.g., different lighting, occlusion, etc.) and automatically detect erroneous behaviors of DNNs under these circumstances. Testing and verification of DNNs. Traditional practices in evaluating machine learning systems primarily measure their accuracy on randomly drawn test inputs from manually labeled datasets [81] . Some machine learning systems like autonomous vehicles leverage ad hoc unguided simulations [2, 4] . However, without the knowledge of the model's internals, such blackbox testing paradigms are not able to find different corner cases that induce erroneous behaviors [25] . This observation has inspired several researchers to try to improve the robustness and reliability of DNNs [9, 13, 17, 30, 32, 46, 51, 53, 62, 84, 89, 90] . However, all of these projects only focus on adversarial inputs and rely on the ground truth labels provided manually. By contrast, our technique can systematically test the robustness and reliability of DL systems for a broad range of flaws in a fully automated manner without any manual labeling.
Another recent line of work has explored the possibility of formally verifying DNNs against different safety properties [32, 37, 57] . None of these techniques scale well to find violations of interesting safety properties for real-world DNNs. By contrast, DeepXplore can find interesting erroneous behaviors in large, state-of-the-art DNNs but cannot provide any guarantee about whether a specific DNN satisfies a given safety property. Other applications of DNN gradients. Gradients have been used in the past for visualizing activation of different intermediate layers of a DNN for tasks like object segmentation [44, 66] , artistic style transfer between two images [24, 43, 59] , etc. By contrast, in this paper, we apply gradient ascent for solving the joint optimization problem that maximizes both neuron coverage and the number of differential behaviors among tested DNNs. Differential testing of traditional software. Differential testing has been widely used for successfully testing various types of traditional software including JVMs [14] , C compilers [45, 86] , SSL/TLS certification validation logic [11, 15, 56, 67] , PDF viewers [56] , space flight software [28] , mobile applications [36] , and Web application firewalls [6] .
The key advantage of applying differential testing to DNNs over traditional software is that the problem of finding a large number of difference-inducing inputs while simultaneously maximizing neuron coverage can be expressed as a well defined joint optimization problem. Moreover, the gradient of a DNN with respect to the input can be utilized for efficiently solving the optimization problem using gradient ascent.
CONCLUSION
We designed and implemented DeepXplore, the first whitebox system for systematically testing DL systems and automatically identify erroneous behaviors without manual labels. We introduced a new metric, neuron coverage, for measuring how many rules in a DNN are exercised by a set of inputs. DeepXplore performs gradient ascent to solve a joint optimization problem that maximizes both neuron coverage and the number of potentially erroneous behaviors. DeepXplore was able to find thousands of erroneous behaviors in fifteen state-of-the-art DNNs trained on five real-world datasets.
